Interactive Tours for the Blind and Visually Impaired

The Forney Museum of Transportation offers interactive, descriptive tours for the blind and visually impaired.

The Forney displays and preserves a wide range of transportation artifacts from trains and cars to bicycles, motorcycles, horse-drawn carriages and more! Let us know what interests you and we can personalize your tour. During the tour, we will describe several key artifacts, their appearance and historical significance, while guests explore them through touch. Tours run for 60 minutes.

COVID-19 Announcement:

The Museum is currently following the guidelines of the CDC and the City of Denver. We require masks for anyone over the age of 3, and we cannot allow groups of more than 10 people until further notice.

Book your tour with us today!

How to Register:

Tours are available by appointment only, and appointments must be made at least one week in advance by calling and speaking to a Forney Museum Representative.

Rate: $5 per person.

Contact:

Jeffrey Warren
Gift Shop Manager
303-297-1113

If you get our voicemail, please leave a message with a name and call-back number and we will call you back.